Abstract. This paper presents explicit equations over Q for 32 extremal semistable elliptic K3 surfaces. They are realized as pull-back of non-semi-stable extremal rational elliptic surfaces via base change. Together with work of J. Top and N. Yui which exhibited the same procedure for the semi-stable extremal rational elliptic surfaces, this exhausts this approach to produce extremal semi-stable elliptic K3 surfaces over Q completely.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to produce explicit equations over Q for some extremal (and hence singular) elliptic K3 surfaces with only semi-stable fibres. By the work of R. Miranda and U. Persson [MP2] there are 112 possible configurations of the singular fibres (though they do not determine the isomorphism class in general, cf. [SZ] ). For 20 of them, Weierstrass equations over Q have been obtained in [I] or [Sh] , [LY] , [SB] and [TY] . These give rise to the elliptic K3 surface with the maximal singular fibre (the first one from the list in [MP2] ), the modular ones and those coming from semi-stable extremal (hence modular) rational elliptic surfaces after a quadratic base change. By way of construction, their isomorphism classes are indeed determined in advance.
The main idea of this paper consists in applying a base change of higher degree to other extremal rational elliptic surfaces (namely those with three cusps). Thereby we can substitute the non-reduced singular fibres by semi-stable ones in the pullback surface which then turns out to be K3. Indeed five of the modular rational elliptic surfaces can also be obtained in such a way according to [MP1, section 7] . Here, we investigate those base changes of the original surfaces with three cusps, which do not factor through the modular rational ones, and find indeed equations over Q for 32 further extremal elliptic K3 surfaces. Again their isomorphism classes are known due to the pre-determined shape of the Mordell-Weil group. They realize the following configurations of singular fibres in the notation of [MP2] : [1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 16] ,2,4,4,6,7] [1,2,4,5,6,6] [1,3,3,3,5,9] [1,3,3,5,6,6] [1,3,4,4,4,8] where A and B are homogeneous polynomials in the two variables of P 1 of degree 4M and 6M , respectively, for some M ∈ N. Here, the term minimal refers to the common factors of A and B: They are not allowed to have a common irreducible factor with multiplicity greater than 3 in A and greater than 5 in B, since otherwise we could cancel these factors out by an admissible change of variables. This also restricts the singularities of the Weierstrass equation to rational double points, such that Y is the minimal desingularization. In this paper we are interested in special examples where both A and B have rational coefficients (while the results of [MP2] , in accordance with [SI] , will only guarantee the existence of A and B over some number field). Of course, we can also assume A and B to have (minimal) integer coefficients, but we will not go into detail with this.
As announced in the introduction, we are going to pay special attention to the singular fibres of Y . For a general choice of A and B there will be 12M of them (each a rational curve with a node). The types of the singular fibres, which were first classified by Kodaira in [K] , can be read off directly from the j-function of Y (cf. [S, IV.9, table 4.1 
]). This is the quotient of 4A
3 by the dicriminant ∆ of Y which is defined as ∆ = 4A 3 + 27B 2 :
Then Y has singular fibres above the zeroes of ∆ which we call the cusps of Y .
The fibre above such a cusp x 0 is called semi-stable if it is a rational curve with a node or a cycle of n lines (i.e. of type I n in Kodaira's notation) where n is the order of vanishing of ∆ at x 0 . Note that above a cusp x 0 there is a semi-stable fibre if and only if A does not vanish at x 0 (i.e. iff x 0 is not a common zero of A and B). On the other hand, we get either a non-reduced fibre (distinguished by a * ) over x 0 if A and B both vanish at x 0 to order at least 2 and 3, respectively, or an additive fibre of type II, III or IV otherwise. One common property of the singular fibres is that in every case the vanishing order of ∆ at the cusp x 0 equals the Euler number of the fibre above x 0 . At this point recall the well-known facts that H 1 (Y, O Y ) = 0 and p g = dim H 2 (Y, O Y ) = M − 1, while the canonical divisor K Y = (M − 2) F for a general fibre F (cf. e.g. [M1, Lecture III] ). Hence, Y is K3 (resp. rational) if and only if M = 2 (resp. M = 1). Since the Euler number of Y equals the sum of the Euler numbers of its (singular) fibres, which coincides with the degree 12M of ∆ by the above considerations, we obtain that Y is a K3 surface if and only if its Euler number equals 24. (On the contrary, Y is a rational surface if and only if e(Y ) = 12.)
Before discussing the effect of a base change on the elliptic surface Y , let us at first introduce the following notation: We say that a map π : P 1 → P 1 has ramification index (n 1 , ..., n r ) at x 0 ∈ P 1 if x 0 has r pre-images under π with respective orders n i (i = 1, . . . , r). The base change of Y by π is simply defined as the pull-back surface X π•r −→ P 1 , i.e we substitute π into the Weierstrass equation and j-function of Y to obtain X. It is thus immediate that a semi-stable singular fibre of type I n above a cusp x 0 of Y where π has ramification index (n 1 , . . . , n r ) is substituted via π by r fibres of types I n1n , . . . , I nr n . However, for a non-semi-stable singular fibre the substitution process turns out to be non-trivial (especially with respect to our purposes) for two reasons: On the one hand the Weierstrass equation might simply lose its minimality by way of the substitution. On the other hand the minimalized Weierstrass equation can also become inflated. This expression is meant to describe that the pull-back surface has more than one non-reduced fibre. Then there is a quadratic twist of the surface, sending x → α 2 x and y → α 3 y, which replaces an even number of non-reduced fibres whose cusps are just the zeroes of α by their reduced relatives (i.e. I * n by I n and II * , III * , IV * by IV, III, II, respectively). Following [M2] this process will be called deflation. Since our main interest lies in elliptic (K3) surfaces with only semi-stable fibres, this provides an appropriate tool to construct such surfaces.
Indeed it is exactly these two methods (minimalization and deflation after a suitable base change) which we will use to resolve the non-semi-stable fibres of the base surface Y . Since the explicit behaviour of the singular fibres under a base change can be derived directly from [S, IV.9, table 4 .1] or be found in [MP1, section 7] , we only sketch it in the next figure where the number next to an arrow denotes the order of ramification under π (of one pre-image). Note that the fibres of type I * n are exceptional in that they allow two possibilities of substitution by semi-stable fibres: Either by ramification of even index or by the pairwise deflation process which was described in the last paragraph. Our main interest lies in finding equations over Q for extremal semi-stable elliptic K3 surfaces. By definition these are singular (i.e. the Picard number is maximal, equalling h 1,1 ) with finite Mordell-Weil group and only semi-stable fibres. These assumptions turn out to be quite restrictive. In fact, it is an immediate consequence that the number of cusps has to be 6, and we find the 112 possible configurations of singular fibres in the classification of [MP2, Thm (3.1) ]. The main idea of this paper is to produce some of these K3 surfaces by the methods described in the previous section via the pull-back of a rational elliptic surface by a base change. This approach is greatly helped by the good explicit knowledge one has of the rational elliptic surfaces (cf. [H] , [MP1] , [S-H] ) such that one only has to construct suitable base changes.
The starting point for our considerations is a rational elliptic surface Y r → P 1 with a section. It is natural to assume Y also to be extremal since its Mordell-Weil group M W (Y ) injects into the Mordell-Weil group of the pull-back X π•r −→ P 1 via the base change π : P 1 → P 1 . Note, however, that by the general theory X is only guaranteed to be minimal. This has to be stressed since the process of deflation will sometimes change the Mordell-Weil group. Hence it could also seem worth considering non-extremal rational elliptic surfaces, especially those with a small number of cusps as presented in [H] and [S-H] . A close observation nevertheless shows that these would not produce any examples different from those known or obtained in this paper, unless one takes π to have degree 24. Since this is equivalent to the general situation, making no effective use of the rational elliptic surface Y , we will skip this possibility here. See [I] for the only treatment of this method to date, where such a suitable degree 24 map is constructed giving rise to the configuration [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 19] . With one further exception, all other members of the list of [MP2] , which have to my knowledge been realized over Q until now, come from extremal rational elliptic surfaces after a base change so we turn to these now.
Extremal rational elliptic surfaces have been completely classified by MirandaPersson in [MP1] . At first there are six semi-stable surfaces with four cusps which had previously been identified to be modular by Beauville [B] . As explained, these have been treated exhaustingly in [TY] . Furthermore there are four surfaces with only two cusps (one of them appearing in a whole continuous family), which are of no use for our purpose since they have no fibre of type I n or I * n with n > 0 at all. The remaining six extremal rational elliptic surfaces have three cusps and each exactly one non-reduced fibre while the other two singular fibres are semistable. These are the surfaces we are going to investigate for a pull-back via a base change. For the remaining part of this section we will content ourselves with those ("deflated") base changes π which give rise to a non-inflated pull-back K3 surface X π•r −→ P 1 after minimalizing. The general situation will be dealt with in the sixth section.
Given an extremal rational elliptic surface Y with three cusps there are a number of conditions on the base change π to be met (be it deflated or not). Evidently the Euler number e(X) = 24 of the pull-back surface X predicts the degree of π, only depending on the type of the non-reduced fibre W * of Y . On the one hand, if W is of additive type (i.e. W ∈ {II, III, IV }), it is eventually replaced by smooth fibres after minimalizing and deflating, if necessary. Hence, when the other two singular fibres are of type I m and I n with m, n ∈ N, we have m + n ≤ 4 and e(X) = (deg π)(m+n). On the other hand, if the non-reduced fibre has type I * k and the other singular fibres have again m and n components, we have k+m+n = 6 and thus deg π = 4. Furthermore, our assumption for the pull-back X to have exactly the minimal number of six semi-stable fibres gives another sharp restriction, which will in some cases lead to a contradiction to the Hurwitz formula
Finally, as we decided to content ourselves to resolving the non-reduced fibre W * by a deflated base change in this section, the ramification index at the corresponding cusp has to be divisible by 2, 3, 4, or 6 if W = I n , IV, III, or II, respectively, by the last figure.
It will turn out that some of the base changes in question can only be defined over an extension of Q of low degree. Nevertheless, for any base change it will be immediate from the ramification at the two cusps of the semi-stable singular fibres that the pull-back surface X has at least two rational cusps. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we will choose these by Möbius transformation to be 0 and ∞ (and a further third rational cusp, if it exists, to be 1). Additionally we will be able to normalize the Weierstrass equations over Q for every surface such that the cusps are 0,1 and ∞ with the non-reduced fibre sitting over one arbitrary of these. This gives us the opportunity to construct quite generally the base changes of P 1 which will eventually give rise to new equations of extremal elliptic K3 surfaces over Q before getting too much into detail with the surfaces themselves. Our requirement that the pull-back of such a base change π should not factor through a modular rational elliptic surface is clearly equivalent to π not factoring into a composition π ′′ • π ′ of a degree 2 map π ′′ and a further map π ′ , such that the non-reduced fibre is already resolved by π ′ . This is because then
−→ P 1 would be semi-stable and necessarily have at most 4 cusps, hence it would be modular by [B] .
In what follows we investigate the existence and shape of deflated base changes with the above listed properties in a case-by-case analysis depending on the type of the non-reduced fibre W * of the extremal rational elliptic surface Y with three cusps. Throughout we employ the notation of [MP1] . For the computations we wrote a straight forward Maple program which in all but two cases sufficed completely to determine the minimal base change. Meanwhile for the remaining two we decided to use Gröbner bases in Macaulay to compute a solution mod p for some primes p and then lift to characteristic 0.
At first assume W to be II. According to [MP1, section 5] there is up to isomorphism a unique such surface, named X 2 1 1 , whose other two singular fibres are both of type I 1 . Hence, for the pull-back X to have Euler number e(X) = 24, we would need π to have degree 12 and ramification index 12 or (6,6) at the cusp of the non-reduced fibre. Then, the restriction of the other two cusps to have exactly six pre-images under π leads to a contradiction by the Hurwitz formula.
The situation is similar if W = III which implies Y = X 3 2 1 to have further singular fibres I 2 , I 1 . The III * fibre requires ramification of index a multiple of 4, so π must have degree 8 with ramification index 8 or (4,4) at the cusp of this fibre. Again, the Hurwitz formula rules out the pull-back surface X to have only six (semistable) singular fibres. We will realize in the sixth section that it is nevertheless possible to construct adequate non-deflated base changes which eventually help resolve the non-reduced fibre and obey the Hurwitz formula.
Turning to W = IV this gives a priori two possibilities for the elliptic surface Y , one of which, namely X 4 3 1 with singular fibres of type IV * , I 3 , I 1 , actually exists by [MP1] . Since an IV * fibre requires the ramification index to be divisible by 3, we need π to have degree 6 and ramification of order (3,3) at the cusp of this fibre (since ramification index 6 would contradict the other two fibres having six pre-images again by the Hurwitz formula). The suitable maps are presented in the next paragraphs. Throughout we assume the IV * fibre to sit above 1. Since such an adequate map π, which was totally ramified above one of the two remaining cusps, would necessarily be composite as excluded above, we only have to deal with those maps such that 0 has two or three pre-images (and then exchange 0 and ∞).
At first let us consider those maps π of degree 6 which have ramification index (3,3) at 1 such that both, 0 and ∞ have three pre-images. Our restriction to maps not factoring into a degree 2 map after a degree 3 map is seen to imply at least one of the cusps to have ramification index (3,2,1). Thus we assume ∞ to have this very ramification index and search for maps such that 0 has ramification index (4,1,1), (3,2,1) or (2,2,2). However, a map with the last ramification cannot exist since the corresponding pull-back of X 4 3 1 does not appear in the list of [MP2] . Meanwhile the computations show that the second is only realizable over the cubic extension Q(x 3 + 12x 2 + 60x + 100)/Q. Hence, we have to content ourselves with the construction of the first one:
Consider the map π 3 given as
We have 27s
3 , so π 3 has the desired properties.
Now we come to those base changes π of degree 6 and ramification index (3,3) at 1 such that 0 has only two pre-images and ∞ has four. Hence, the respective ramification indices have to be (5,1), (4,2) or (3,3) and (2,2,1,1) or (3,1,1,1). Note that only the first and the last of the whole of these do not allow a compositum of a degree 3 and a degree 2 map, so at least one of these two must be at hand for a map of interest.
Let us first construct those maps with ramification index (5,1) at 0. These are:
with 729s
with 2 11 3 3 s 5 t + (4s
3 . The other non-factoring maps require ramification index (3,1,1,1) at ∞. However, it is immediate that there is no such map π with ramification index (3,3) at 0: After exchanging 1 and ∞, the map π would have to look like (f 
obviously not have a cubic factor. Hence the next map completes the list of suitable base changes for X 4 3 1 , taken into account the permutation of 0 and ∞ via exchanging s and t:
We conclude this section by considering W * to equal I * n for some n ≥ 0. By [MP1] there are three extremal rational elliptic surfaces with such a singular fibre and two further semi-stable ones which will be introduced in the next section. Independent of the surface we have already seen that an adequate deflated base change π must have degree 4 and ramification of index (2,2) or 4 at the cusp of the I * n fibre. In this setting, the condition on X to be extremal is equivalent to the two other cusps having 4 or 5 pre-images, respectively. Assuming the non-reduced fibre to sit over the cusp ∞ = (1 : 0) we now construct the suitable base changes π which do not factor into two maps of degree 2. By inspection this property is equivalent to one of the cusps having two pre-images with ramification index (3,1).
At first let us consider those base changes π which are totally ramified at ∞. By the above considerations we have to assume the other two cusps to have 2 and 3 pre-images with ramification indices (3,1) and (2,1,1). Up to exchanging them, for example by φ : (s : t) → (t − s : t), the map π can be realized as
2 ). We now come to the case where the ramification of π at ∞ has index (2,2). Our restrictions imply ramification of index (3,1) at one of the other two cusps (without loss of generality at 1). Then the last cusp also requires two pre-images and thus ramification of index (3,1) or (2,2). Before we conclude this section with a construction of a map π with the first ramification index, we sketch an argument why the second cannot exist: Given such a map it could be expressed as (f 
which obviously cannot have a cubic factor.
As announced, we conclude this section with a base change π 2 of degree 4 which is ramified only at 0,1 and ∞ with ramification indices (3,1), (3,1) and (2,2), respectively:
In the next two sections we will substitute the base changes π 3 , π 5,3 , π 5,2 , π 4,3 , π 2 and π 4 into the normalized Weierstrass equations of the extremal rational elliptic surfaces with three singular fibres in order to get equations over Q for K3 surfaces with six singular fibres, all of which semi-stable.
The equations coming from degree 4 maps
In this and the next section we proceed as follows to obtain equations for extremal K3 surface with six semi-stable fibres: Starting from the Weierstass equation given for the extremal rational elliptic surfaces in [MP1, Table 5 .2] we apply the normalizing Möbius transformation which maps the cusps to 0,1 and ∞ and then substitute s and t by the factors of the deflated base changes π i constructed in the previous section. After minimalizing by an admissible change of variables this gives the desired Weierstrass equations for 15 extremal elliptic K3 surfaces from the list of [MP2] . Throughout we choose the coefficients of the polynomials A and B involved in the Weierstrass equation to be minimal by rescaling, if necessary. Note that for all examples in the remainder of this paper the pull-back surface X inherits a non-trivial section from the rational elliptic surface Y by construction. As a consequence, we are able to derive the isomorphism class of X (in terms of the intersection form on its transcendental lattice) from the classification in [SZ] .
In this section we consider only the extremal rational elliptic surfaces with an I * n fibre, thus requiring a base change of degree 4. Before substituting by the base changes π 4 or π 2 we therefore choose the normalizing Möbius transformation in such a way that the I * n fibre sits above ∞. Let us start with X 411 which has Weierstrass equation
locating an I * 4 fibre over ∞ and two I 1 fibres over ±2. Substituting (s : t) → (4s − 2t : t) maps the two I 1 fibres to 0 and 1, giving
Finally, we substitute by π 4 and get the Weierstrass equation of an extremal K3 surface: On the other hand, we can also substitute by π 2 in the normalized Weierstrass equation and obtain: which realizes [1, 1, 3, 3, 8, 8] . Figure 3 . A realization of [1, 1, 3, 3, 8, 8] The same procedure applied to the surface X 141 with Weierstrass equation
gives three more examples, connected by the Möbius transformation φ :
The normalization of the cusps leads to the Weierstrass equation
which has the I 4 fibre sit above 0. Substitution of π 4 produces a realization of [1,1,2,4,4,12]: Conjugation by φ implies the Weierstrass equation
which leads to the following realization of [1, 3, 4, 4, 4, 8] Figure 5 . A realization of [1, 3, 4, 4, 4, 8] On the other hand, substitution of π 2 in the normalized Weierstrass equation gives: This is a realization of [1,2,2,3,4,12], which is not changed by conjugation by φ. Figure 6 . A realization of [1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 12] Finally for this section of elliptic surfaces requiring a base change of degree 4, we turn to the surface X 2 2 2 in the notation of [MP1] . Miranda-Persson give the Weierstrass equation
which has cusps the third roots of unity with an I * 2 fibre above 1 and I 2 fibres above the two primitive roots ω, ω 2 . By mapping ω to ∞ and likewise ω 2 to 0 while fixing 1, taking ω in the upper half plane, we obtain a Weierstrass equation which is not defined over Q. Nevertheless, the change of variables x → ξ 2 x, y → ξ 3 y with ξ = 3 √ −3 leads to a Weierstrass equation over Q with the same cusps:
We exchange the cusps 1 and ∞ and subsequently substitute by π 4 or π 2 . The first substitution produces a realization of [2,2,2,4,6,8]: 
The equations coming from degree 6 maps
The extremal rational elliptic surface X 4 3 1 gives rise to 9 extremal elliptic K3 surfaces, 8 of which can be realized over Q as pull-back by a base change of P 1 . They are presented in the following:
We modify the Weierstrass equation of X 4 3 1 given in [MP1] by exchanging 1 and ∞ such that it becomes
with the I 3 fibre above 0 and the I 1 fibre above ∞ while the IV * fibre sits above 1. Thus we can resolve the non-reduced fibre by substituting one of the degree 6 base changes of the third section into the normalized Weierstrass equation of X 4 3 1 (which is also possible after permuting 0 and ∞).
At first let us look at the effect of π 3 . This leads to the Weierstrass equation which realizes [1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 12] . Figure 9 . A realization of [1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 12] Permuting 0 and ∞ before the substitution gives a realization of [1, 1, 3, 4, 6, 9] : We now turn to the substitutions by π 5,3 . These provide realizations of [1,1,1,3 and of [1, 3, 3, 3, 5, 9] as 
Figure 12. A realization of [1, 3, 3, 3, 5, 9] Similarly, substitution by π 5,2 allows us to realize Figure 14 . A realization of [1, 3, 3, 5, 6, 6] Finally, we can also substitute by π 4,3 and produce Weierstrass equations for [1, 1, 1, 3, 6, 12 Figure 15 . A realization of [1, 1, 1, 3, 6, 12] and for [2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 9] as Figure 16 . A realization of [2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 9] 6. The inflating base changes and the resulting equations
As announced, we now turn to the other possibility to resolve non-reduced fibres in the pull-back surface X of an extremal rational elliptic surface Y under a base change π. In this case we allow π to be inflating, i.e. X may contain non-reduced fibres of type I * n for n ≥ 0 apart from its semi-stable fibres. The only additional assumption to be made is that their number is even, since then we can substitute them by their semi-stable reduced relatives after a quadratic twist of X via deflation.
Altough one should hope to produce a number of new examples by this method, a close inspection shows that in fact none arise from the extremal rational elliptic surfaces considered in the last two sections. Nevertheless this approach is indeed quite useful, since it enables us to work with the extremal rational elliptic surface X 3 2 1 as well. The reason is that the Hurwitz formula is not violated if we choose the degree 8 base change π of P 1 to have ramification index (2,2,2,2) at the cusp of the III * fibre (instead of being divisible by 4 before). Of course, we have to assume the other two cusps to have six pre-images in total. Indeed there are (up to exchanging the cusps 0 and ∞) 13 such base changes which do not allow a factorization through an extremal rational elliptic surface. In the following we present the 9 of these which can be defined over Q and the 17 further extremal elliptic K3 surfaces which arise from them by pull-back from X 3 2 1 .
Remember that X 3 2 1 has singular fibres of type III * , I 2 and I 1 . We normalize the Weierstrass equation for X 3 2 1 given in [MP1] such that the III * fibre sits above 1 and the I 2 and I 1 fibre above 0 and ∞, respectively:
Hence, in the following we investigate the degree 8 base changes of P 1 with ramification index (2,2,2,2) at 1 such that the further cusps 0 and ∞ have six pre-images in total. We will only concentrate on those adequate base changes which give rise to new examples of extremal elliptic K3 surfaces (i.e. the configuration of singular fibres has not been realized over Q yet) and assume without loss of generality that 0 does not have more pre-images than ∞ (since we can exchange these afterwards). By inspection, the three base changes which are totally ramified at 0 realize known constellations of singular fibres. So, we now turn to the base changes π such that 0 has two pre-images under π and list them by ramification indices at 0.
There are a priori four base changes with ramification index (7,1) at 0, since ramification (2,2,2,2) at both other cusps, 1 and ∞, would contradict high ramification at the third cusp by the before mentioned considerations. However, the computations show that a base change with ramification index (4,2,1,1) at ∞ can only be defined over the Galois extensions Q( √ −7). Hence we have to content ourselves with the remaining three base changes:
The first has ramification (5,1,1,1) at ∞ and can be given as
2 . Substituting π into the normalized Weierstrass equation of X 3 2 1 gives after an appropriate change of variables a realization of [1,1,1,2,5,14]:
Furthermore, permuting the cusps 0 and ∞ before the substitution leads to the following realization of [1,2,2,2,7,10]: Figure 18 . A realization of [1,2,2,2,7,10]
The second base change, this time with ramification index (3,3,1,1) at ∞, can be chosen as
since we have 1728s
As pull-back of X 3 2 1 via π we realize the constellations [1,1,2,3,3,14]: Figure 19 . A realization of [1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 14] and [1, 2, 2, 6, 6, 7] : 2, 2, 6, 6, 7] For the third base change, which has ramification index (3,2,2,1) at ∞, we consider the map
The pull-back via π gives rise to the constellations [1,2,2,2,3,14]: 2, 2, 2, 3, 14] and [1, 2, 4, 4, 6, 7] : Figure 22 . A realization of [1, 2, 4, 4, 6, 7] Turning to base changes with ramification index (6,2) at 0, we immediately conclude that all possible maps do either not exist (e.g. since the configuration of singular fibres resulting from the pull-back is missing from the list in [MP2] ) or realize configurations known from [TY] or the previous sections. Since the situation is exactly the same for ramification index (4,4) at 0, the only other ramification index at 0 which we have to deal with at this point is (5,3). Again we can exclude the ramification index at ∞ to be (2,2,2,2) or (3,3,1,1) by the above considerations, so we have three possibilities left:
For ramification index (5,1,1,1) at ∞ consider the map Figure 23 . A realization of [1, 1, 1, 5, 6, 10] and after exchanging 0 and ∞ also [2,2,2,3,5,10]: The ramification index (4,2,1,1) at ∞ can be obtained by the following base change: 1, 2, 4, 6, 10] In this case the permutation of 0 and ∞ leads to the constellation [2,2,3,4,5,8]: 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8] The final possible ramification index at ∞ is (3,2,2,1) which is encoded in the following base change: 2, 2, 3, 6, 10] and furthermore [2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6] : Figure 28 . A realization of [2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6] We end this section by investigating the base changes of P 1 sucht that both cusps, 0 and ∞ have three pre-images. As a starting point we take ramification index (6,1,1) at 0. Of the three ramification indices at ∞ which prevent the base change from factorization one (namely (4,2,2)) cannot occur while for another, (4,3,1), a corresponding map can only be defined over the number field Q( √ −3). So, there is only one base change, with ramification index (5,2,1) at ∞, remaining to construct. It can be given as
with 4s 6 (9s Figure 29 . A realization of [1,2,2,2,5,12]
As permuting 0 and ∞ gives rise to the constellation [1,1,2,4,6,10] which we already realized in the preceeding paragraphs where 0 was assumed to have only two pre-images, we now come to base changes with ramification index (5,2,1) at 0. Again, the other cusp ∞ can be excluded to have ramification index (4,2,2). Furthermore, the base change with ramification index (5,2,1) at ∞ can only be defined over the number field Q(7x 3 + 19x 2 + 16x + 8). So, we only construct the two remaining base changes with ramification index (4,3,1) or (3,3,2) at ∞. For the first, consider the map The second base change with ramification index (3,3,2) at ∞ can be constructed in the following way π : P Eventually coming to the remaining base changes with ramification index (4,3,1), (4,2,2) or (3,3,2) at 0, we realize that all but one of these can either not exist or give rise to known configurations of singular fibres. The final one with ramification index (4,3,1) at both cusps, 0 and ∞, however, can only be defined over the quadratic extension Q( √ 2) of Q.
It is an immediate consequence of the computations that the previous three sections together with [TY] exhaust the extremal semi-stable elliptic K3 surfaces which can be realized over Q as pull-back of extremal rational elliptic surfaces. Furthermore the only possibility to construct extremal semi-stable elliptic K3 surfaces with other configurations of singular fibres (or other Mordell-Weil groups) as pull-back of rational elliptic surfaces clearly corresponds to the general situation of constructing J-maps of degree 24 with certain ramification, thus essentially making no use of the elliptic fibration of the rational elliptic surface. As this approach is far beyond the scope of this paper, we intend to pursue it in a future project.
